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TARGET DOSSIER: LOCKE SONJIE

(Image from wiki, originally created by Waldron Ravenblade)

Clan: Naga Sadow

Background:

A long time member of the Dark Brotherhood whose earlier origins
are a mystery, Locke Sonjie is a dark side zealot that our
intelligence indicates will never betray the Brotherhood.   He
has served in their ranks for over ten years in a variety of
positions. He is known to attempt diplomacy prior to engaging in
combat, but also has a short temper and our experience indicates
that he won't hesitate to engage in combat.  Target demonstrates



near limitless endurance and heavy use of Force abilities.
Target is also competent in lightsaber combat.

Combat Recommendations:

Our observations indicate the target observes opponents in
combat and tries to wear them down slowly over time.  Target has
been observed doing this with multiple opponents during sparring
matches.  Target is also not as agile as some of his peers.
Therefore your best chance of success is a quick and unrelenting
ambush.  We also recommend unorthodox tactics as our spies
indicate the target spends considerable time studying existing
techniques. If you are not successful within the first standard
minute of an engagement, retreat or call for support.

Additional Information:

Target is also competent in the use of blasters and explosives.
Target typically carries a blaster carbine and pistol as well as
multiple grenade-type weapons.

Target is also highly unlikely to be found alone.  May be baited
into solo engagements by the promise of excitement or if allies
are separated otherwise.

Force User Information:

Target is proficient in the lightsaber forms Makashi and Niman,
with cursory knowledge of other forms.  He also frequently uses
telekinesis and force lightning in battle and as such can be
unpredictable.

As noted previously, the best way to engage this target is in a
quick ambush or not at all.
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